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The Greatest Story Ever Told

1962

the greatest dog stories ever told is an enthralling compilation of some of the most
moving and illuminating stories ever penned on the subject of our canine companions
the stories in this book can stand on their own but once you read one you ll want to
read them all here you ll find selections from renowned writers of the genre such as
jack london james thurber and willie morris as well as a few surprise contributions
from writers more famous in other fields such as ray bradbury and thomas mann also
included in this collection are stories from will rogers p g wodehouse peter mayle
and stephen j bodio any dog lover is sure to find the greatest dog stories ever told
impossible to put down in the thirty six stories in this fascinating collection you
will meet all kinds of dogs sled dogs herding dogs hunting and birding dogs family
pets and movie stars there s a story of a dog who was a growing boy s best friend and
even a man who was a dog in another life these dogs will make you laugh make you cry
but most of all they will make you realize just why humans adore their dogs so much

The Greatest Dog Stories Ever Told

2023-09-14

top fishermen and writers contribute to this exciting new adventure series
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The Best Fishing Stories Ever Told

2010-09-08

every once in a while a book publisher comes up with a great concept for a series of
books that deserve more than superficial recognition such a series is the greatest
fill in the blank stories ever told anthologies that should win places on many
bedside tables on the long winter nights that lie ahead such stories make great
reading the lexington county chronicle the greatest boxing stories ever told
assembles some of the best writing available on the sweet science and illuminates
boxing in all its literal and symbolic glory each piece in this varied collection
connects with the sort of powerful punch one can only expect from the world s
greatest writers boxing digest in the greatest boxing stories ever told editor jeff
silverman delivers a knockout collection of not only the best writing ever penned on
the subject of the sweet science but also stories that relate to the larger human
issues the brutal sport has come to embody whether the story be about the triumph of
a heroic champion a tragic death in the ring the shady tactics of fight promoters or
victories against seemingly impossible odds each story in this varied collection
connects powerfully with the reader the greatest boxing stories ever told is the
perfect gift for fight fans and non fight fans alike and with its allstar lineup of
contenders throwing haymakers and uppercuts in every round it stands as the
definitive volume of short stories on this enduring pugilistic pastime

The Greatest Boxing Stories Ever Told

2023-11-14
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i don t regard nature as a spectator sport ed zern 1985 hunting is a serious business
but it s also about camaraderie achievements and failures seeing new places and
revisiting cherished ones the true stories here feature a variety of game in
locations that range from high yukon territory mountain peaks to lowland swamps off
of mobile bay alabama this is an indispensable volume for all lovers and students of
the natural world if your definition of home includes fields and marshes creeks and
river bottoms plains and mountains consider this required reading

The Greatest Hunting Stories Ever Told

2024-01-09

for thousands of years we have set out sailing for all kinds of reasons for battle
for infinite wealth for the excitement of exploring the unknown and for escape from
the mundane we have always had a primal relationship with the sea even those who have
never been to sea remain fascinated by the seafaring life and tales of salty
adventure now in a brand new series collection the best sailing stories ever told
brings together such diverse authors as charles dickens jack london john masefield
stephen crane herman melville and dozens more many of the writers featured here are
instantly recognizable and have achieved deserved fame others who are lesser known
and rarely featured in print take their rightful place on the shelves of sailing
literature lovers of the seascape will certainly get their fill with this shimmering
sample of sea tales that range from the ancient epic and biblical stories to
contemporary captains of literature whether you re itching for a sailor s peaceful
life at sea his epic conquest of the azure blue or his own private descent into
madness this collection touches on the many aspects of life at sea each story is
illustrated with black and white line art that makes this book a true classic even if
you are enjoying the best sailing stories ever told from the warm dry comfort of your
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own living room you are sure to be inspired by the colorful and stirring stories in
this timeless collection

The Best Sailing Stories Ever Told

2011-05

stories from the civil war through wwii in the greatest spy stories ever told our
editor has pulled together some of the finest writings about spies that capture
readers imaginations the one thing the heroes in this collection have in common is
the ability to seamlessly shift identities each of the men and women in these stories
had the courage to meet and study their enemies gather critical intelligence and then
relay those secrets at risk of being exposed to do what they had to because that was
their duty and the lives of others meant more to them than their own chosen from
hundreds of accounts of singular devotion to duty the stories in greatest spy stories
stand out for their jaw dropping tales of bravery they are the best no small feat

The Greatest Spy Stories Ever Told

2019-09-01

in the greatest sniper stories ever told editor tom mccarthy has pulled together some
of the finest writings about snipers that capture readers imaginations meticulously
culled from books magazines movies and elsewhere it is an unforgettable collection
and includes stories by chris kyle author of american sniper joe lebleu gina
cavallaro and matt larsen and many others it includes tales of legendary snipers from
the revolutionary war up through present day afghanistan and iraq
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The Greatest Sniper Stories Ever Told

2016-05-01

there is something about a treasure says joseph conrad in nostromo that fastens on a
man s mind and yes there is something about the subject of treasure hunting that
continues to fascinate us one only needs to browse the to discover a whole
netherworld of treasure hunting magazines metal detector clubs and lost mine
information exchanges that apparently engage the funds and spare time of thousands of
hopefuls but digging up tin cans and discarded horseshoes or crashing through the
superstitions in a recreational vehicle somehow goes against the romantic grain
charles elliott recaptures the essential romance of the search in this collection of
classic stories many are true or purport to be they encompass all the great themes
obsession tragedy danger crime frustration terrible physical challenge success and
disappointment they take place under the sea in jungles on desert islands even in the
attics of old houses the treasure itself is not always gold silver and diamonds it
may be lost documents the solution to a historical puzzle or an unexpected
archaeological discovery what is common to them all is the excitement of the chase
and the possibility irrational perhaps but unavoidable that treasure really is there
for the finding

The Greatest Treasure-Hunting Stories Ever Told

2023-12-12

a gripping collection that showcases twelve of the most famous prisoner of war
escapes in the history of modern warfare although these stories feature escapees of
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different nationalities ideologies and allegiances the reader will be captured by the
common traits shared by all of these brave soldiers loyalty to country and cause
tenacity resourcefulness and an abundant amount of courage

The Greatest POW Escape Stories Ever Told

2020-12-01

for thousands of years man has sailed into battle sailed for rumored wealth and
sailed for pure adventure and for nearly as long stories about the sea have
entertained intrigued and inspired readers the greatest sailing stories ever told
brings together some of the most compelling writing of the millennium here is peter
goss s wrenching narrative of incredible courage in the world s most desolate ocean
along with ernest shackleton s understated and awesome account of one of the most
daring small boat journeys ever taken where failure meant certain death for his long
suffering crew but sailing is much more than headlong dashes into roaring seas you ll
also find william f buckley jr on idyllic cruising james thurber on the arcane and
often impenetrable language of sailors and the legendary joshua slocum on sailing
alone around the world the greatest sailing stories ever told is a treasure trove
tears adrenaline laughter and adventure abound with contributions from james thurber
william f buckley jr ann davison sterling hayden ernest shackleton tristan jones
samuel eliot morrison joshua slocum e b white c s forester cleveland amory weston
martyr peter goss david kasanof and many others

The Greatest Sailing Stories Ever Told

2023-09-21
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the newspaper advertisement for volunteers to accompany ernest shackleton on his
planned traverse of antarctica in 1914 was frank in its offering men wanted for
hazardous journey low wages bitter cold long hours of complete darkness safe return
doubtful honour and recognition in event of success still hundreds applied there were
few chances left to be the first to reach the last challenge on earth as the 20th
century came of age explorers had uncovered most of the world s mysteries sailing to
the far corners of the globe ascending many of its most forbidding peaks crossing its
greatest deserts and penetrating its thickest jungles frozen alien inhospitable
dangerous and close to impossible to reach there were only two tiny dots on the globe
that human beings had not yet set foot on the north and south poles the greatest
polar exploration stories ever told is a visceral exciting and stunning collection of
twelve stories recounting the bravery resoluteness and strength of the men who
willingly traversed frozen hells to be the first to reach the north or south pole it
is a collection that will both inspire and inform and answer questions about the
limits of human endurance many men would die during their challenging frozen journeys
and their deaths were not pleasant yet they continued to try again here are stories
wrought by the challenging landscape and weather that made these explorers household
names and heroes peary scott amundsen shackleton franklin cherry garrard scott kane
cook and others lost to history whose bravery was nonetheless as admirable each of
these men knew success would bring glory for their countries and financial security
and fame and eminent places in history for themselves each knew also the odds of
success were slim and the chance of dying great nations held their collective breaths
for news of each expedition and those years later were termed the heroic age of
exploration there were simply no other endeavors that captured the world s attention
the various races to the poles the greatest polar exploration stories ever told
recaptures the spirit drama and tragedy of a time in history that will never come
again
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The Greatest Polar Exploration Stories Ever Told

2023-03-01

the orders to proceed were nothing more than an invitation to die and usually in
unpleasant ways but the soldiers proceeded nonetheless because a higher cause was at
stake this stunning collection of stories is a tribute to the courage steely resolve
and discipline of men who accomplished daunting missions in the face of almost
certain death nonetheless they stepped into the breach and performed heroically that
was their duty and they did not question they had a mission and they accepted here
are ten powerful stories of american soldiers and sailors that span more than 200
years of action with one common theme summed up succinctly a participant who took
control of omaha beach on d day 1944 we were doing the very thing that we had trained
so long to do and we were fascinated and eagerly excited about it we realized that
any number of things might happen to us and knew too that some things we d never
dreamed of might very well be waiting for us on the beach from marines taking iwo
jima s mount suribachi or defending khe san navy pilots taking to the air to defend
pearl harbor or an outnumbered american regiment in korea defeating the chinese at
the battle of chipyong ni courage was the common watchword death the common
consequence such is the lot of soldiers everywhere here is a not so gentle reminder
of the price of freedom paid by american men for more than 200 years of struggle from
the revolutionary war the spanish american war civil war world war ii korea and viet
nam

The Greatest Military Mission Stories Ever Told

2022-11-01
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paranormal crime stories by bestselling fiction writers like kelley armstrong anne
perry simon r green patricia briggs and more a massive monumental volume of
paranormal crime fiction by bestselling authors gripping tales of mayhem include both
novellas and short stories like stalked by by kelley armstrong the judgment by
worldwide bestselling author anne perry appetite for murder by simon r green road
dogs by norman partridge the hex is in by mike resnick doppelgangster by laura
resnick the chilling if vanity doesn t kill me by michael a stackpole and many many
more compiled and edited by the world s most prolific anthologist the award winning
martin h greenberg this is the biggest paranormal crime book on the market and the
ultimate collection for crime lovers ghost hunters and thrill seekers everywhere also
included are multiple stories by new york times bestselling authors the best
paranormal crime stories ever told is a new book in the series which includes the
best hunting stories ever told and the best fishing stories ever told

The Best Paranormal Crime Stories Ever Told

2010-11-01

the coast guard s rescue personnel are second to none and coast guard air and sea
rescue missions have been the subjects of celebrated newspaper accounts books and
movies including the perfect storm the coast guard is one of the nation s five
military services which exist to defend and preserve the united states in the
greatest coast guard rescue stories ever told the editor has pulled together some of
the finest writings about air and sea rescues that capture readers imaginations
culled from books magazines and elsewhere it is an unforgettable collection and
includes stories by kathryn miles eric hartlep gerald hoover martha laguardia kotite
geoffrey d reynolds kalee thompson h paul jeffers and many others
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The Greatest Coast Guard Rescue Stories Ever Told

2017-08-01

roald dahl meets r l stine in this spine tingling and hilarious tale from a
bestselling author billy shivers doesn t have a lot of excitement in his life he
prefers to spend his days reading alone in the hitchcock public library so it is a
bit out of character when he finds himself drawn to the haunted house of books and a
competition daring readers to survive an entire night spent inside the haunted house
of books is a cross between a bookstore and a booby trap it s a creaky old mansion
full of dark hallways and things that go bump in the night and the store s ill
tempered owner mr rapscallion only adds to the mystery but the frights of the store
itself are nothing compared to the stories it holds these stories are so ghastly so
terrifying so shocking that once you ve read them you ll never be the same does billy
dare begin do you not for the faint of heart oscillating between spooky and
mysterious this will appeal to readers looking for a fright school library journal

The Most Frightening Story Ever Told

2016-09-06

compiles detective mystery and horror stories by such famous authors as stephen crane
herman melville and edgar allan poe
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Greatest Stories Ever Told [Expanded Edition]

2015-10-01

collects eight of the best justice league of america stories created by a variety of
writers and artists

The Greatest Story Ever Told (video).

1965

the greatest indian stories ever told is a selection of some of the finest literary
short fiction written by indian writers since the genre came into being in the
country in the late nineteenth century including early masters of the form
contemporary stars as well as brilliant writers who came of age in the twenty first
century this anthology takes in its sweep stories from the various regions languages
and literatures of india these authors are some of the most feted in the annals of
indian literature and have between them won virtually every major literary prize on
offer including the nobel prize for literature the jnanpith award the sahitya akademi
award and numerous state national and international honours

The Best Crime Stories Ever Told

2012-09

this spellbinding collection brings together nine classic adventure stories each one
as thrilling as the last travel to far off lands with fantastical beasts and powerful
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sorcerers do battle with dastardly villains and uncover ancient treasure guarded by a
fire breathing dragon from the heroics of jason and hercules to the bravery of robin
hood and the cunning of ali baba this is a book full of excitement surprise and
adventure told by renowned storyteller tony bradman in a lively humorous style and
fully illustrated throughout by the incomparable tony ross stories included are jason
and the golden fleece king arthur s beginnings aladdin hercules and the monstrous
cacus sinbad the sailor george and the dragon ali baba and the forty thieves theseus
and the minotaur robin hood

The Greatest Stories Ever Told

2006

the greatest kashmiri stories ever told spans almost a century of work by some of the
finest writers of short fiction in the language the storytellers included here range
from the earliest practitioners of the craft of short story writing dinanath nadim
somnath zutshi ali mohammad lone to more contemporary writers like dheeba nazir some
stories in this collection are realistic dramas that hold up a startlingly clear
mirror to society such as sofi ghulam mohammad s paper tigers or lay bare the pain of
losing one s homeland as rattan lal shant does in moss floating on water then there
are others like ghulam nabi shakir s unquenched thirst and umesh kaul s the heart s
bondage that look beyond the exterior and focus on the complex inner lives of the
women of kashmir selected and translated by neerja mattoo the twenty five stories in
this volume all born out of the kashmiri experience will resonate with readers
everywhere
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The Greatest Indian Stories Ever Told

2023-07-05

just in time for the release of 2005s most anticipated blockbuster batman begins
comes a collection of the dark knights finest adventures in one volume batmans career
is chronicled in batman the greatest stories ever told a unique collection that spans
over six decades collected within is batmans origin some of his classic battles with
rogues such as the joker and catwoman and other stories that define why batman is the
hero he is today featuring an introduction by author les daniels

The Greatest Stories Ever Told

2017-07-13

a celebration of last laughs and deadly crimes as written and drawn by many of the
greatest writers and artists ever to grace the comic art medium the companion volume
to the greatest batman stories ever told cover page 4

The Greatest Kashmiri Stories Ever Told

2022-02-05

a fiftieth anniversary celebration of the greatest batman stories ever told as
written and drawn by many of the greatest writers and artists ever to grace the comic
art medium page 4 of cover
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Batman

2005

brings together the most interesting readable and compassionate of events so
catastrophic they will never be forgotten

The Greatest Joker Stories Ever Told

1988

an illustrated collection of forty parables of jesus excerpted from the urantia book

The Greatest Batman Stories Ever Told

1997-10

in this guide bestselling christian author john white helps us explore 12 of the
greatest stories ever told

The Greatest Disaster Stories Ever Told

2002

the bible is the most widely read book in the western world now people of all ages
can embrace and understand the key stories and teachings with this beautifully
illustrated edition aimed at children aged 9 more than 130 stories are retold with
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chapter references providing a valuable resource for bible studies each one is
supported with extra information such as definitions of terms life in biblical times
for context artefacts maps and quotations short passages at the end of each story
explain the meaning and significance of the bible text enhancing a child s learning
with charming artwork clear layout and engaging style this appealing ebook is a
lovely keepsake for a key event in a child s religious life one that they will want
to read and treasure

The Greatest Stories Ever Told

2014-05-09

when gut feelings have been replaced by a thirst for proof and hard evidence it s
good to know that you can still be spooked by a collection like this one best ghost
stories is a creepy group of over forty tales by some of the most impressive names in
the writing world terrifying bone chillingly eerie and good fun these haunting
narratives give vivid descriptions of creepy characters and happenings that will make
you hesitate before turning out the light more than just a niche product ghost
stories hold a bewitching appeal for all kinds of writers and readers some of the
truly great authors of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have lent their horror
stories to this collection including arthur conan doyle louisa may alcott joseph
conrad robert louis stevenson h g wells and many more count on our best stories
series for entertaining tales that you won t soon forget

Parables

2015-07
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retells the stories of the creation of the world and the fall of adam and eve

The Greatest Batman Stories Ever Told

1988

the greatest dramas ever captured so called reality tv claims to serve up a slice of
authentic life to viewers real people in real situations reacting in real ways but it
doesn t even come close to the intrigue and sheer drama of the true life stories that
leap from the pages of the bible between the covers of this book you ll find men and
women just like us who wrestle with mountain sized dilemmas life shattering tragedies
and stunning opportunities in the process they find that with god in their lives they
are more than equal to any challenge combined greatest stories ever told volumes i
iii into one hardcover

The Oldest Story Ever Told

2000

Parables

1999-01-01
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Children's Bible Stories

2021-03-04

The Strangest Story Ever Told

1997

The Greatest Team-up Stories Ever Told

1990

The Greatest Stories Ever Told Unit

2013-09-01

The Best Ghost Stories Ever Told

2011-09-07
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The Very First Story Ever Told

1976-01-01

Greatest Story Ever Told (Chinese/English)

2010-11

Greatest Stories Ever Told

2010
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